**Game On! Athletic Clinics & Tournaments**

Recreation on the Go offers clinics and competitions to improve team performance, strength, positive thinking and teamwork. Prices may vary depending on your group’s size and the resources you can provide.

**COST:**
- $300 (2 hour clinic - 20 or fewer children)
- $350 (2 hour clinic - 30 or fewer children)
- $400 (2 hour clinic - 30 or fewer children + one extra supply)
- $450 (2 hour clinic - 40 or fewer children)
- $500 (2 hour clinic - 40 or fewer children + two extra supplies)

**COST BY SPORT:**
- $560 (Basketball - 1 session/4 teams)
- $1,000 (Basketball - 5 sessions/4 teams)
- $1,500 (Basketball - 5 sessions/4 teams + 1 tournament)
- $280 (Flag Football - 1 session/2 teams)
- $1,000 (Flag Football - 5 sessions/2 teams)
- $240 (Kickball - 1 session/2 teams)
- $900 (Kickball - 5 sessions/2 teams)

**EXTRA TIME:** $100 for 1 hour

**EXTRA SUPPLIES:** $50 (5 balls + 10 cones)

**EXTRA STAFF:** $50 per additional 10 children

---

**REC ON THE GO EXTRAS MENU**

These items may be added as additional activities to any program we offer. Costs can adjust depending on the number of participants planned for the day.

**ENTREES**
- A Basketball..............$150
- B Kickball..............$175
- C Obstacle Course......$75
- D Xbox Tournament.....$100
- E PS4 Tournament.....$100
- F Wii Party.............$160
- G 4x100 Meter Relay.....$45

**SIDES**
- O Face Painting............$100
- P Tattoos...............$50
- Q Softball Toss.........$40
- R Hot-Shot...............$50
- S Ring Toss.............$25
- T Bottle Toss...........$25

**DESSERTS**
- Z Balloons (per bushel).$35
- AA Streamers............$25
- BB Balloon Arch........$90
- CC Party Favors........$115
- DD Gift Bags............$50
- EE Birthday Cake.......$30
- FF Balloon Animals.....$100

---

Let us bring our activities to your door!
Recreation on the Go brings a variety of organized recreational, educational, and social activities to your door. Choose from programs designed by employees from Louisville’s nationally-accredited Metro Parks Department and delivered to your facility. Learning has never been so fun!

Recreation on the Go will develop customized programs for any group with a special interest or need. Want your celebration to be extra special? Add any of the other activities we offer (entrees, sides and desserts menu below).

**CONTACT:** tahira.wilson@louisvilleky.gov
502/744-0534 • 502/456-8173
metro-parks.org

### PROGRAMS

**It’s My Party**

Planning a child’s birthday can be stressful. Let Recreation on the Go do it all for you. That’s right – you won’t have to lift a finger! Our trained staff will make a day of fun for your little one and their friends. The BIRTHDAY BLAST PACKAGE has all the activities for a super birthday party:

- Extreme Obstacle Course
- Test your luck with our Ultimate Wheel-Spin
- Washable tattoos
- Face art from ROTG’s trained specialists

Believe us, this will be a party everyone will always remember!

**AGES:** 5-12 (up to 15 children)
**TIME:** 2 hours (minimum)
**COST:** $300
**EXTRA TIME:** $25 for 30 minutes

**Festival Fun**

Whether your festival or event is brand new or already well-established, let Recreation on the Go take you to the next level! Our STANDARD PACKAGE includes trained staff and will provide a children’s area with fun indoor and outdoor activities:

- Extreme Obstacle Course
- Corn toss
- Face painting

**AGES:** All
**TIME:** Up to 4 hours of fun
**COST:** $900 for 6 event package
$1,200 for 8 event package (all above plus 2 entrees, sides or desserts)

### Last One Standing E-Games

Electronic gaming is fun for every age, and we can provide a wide variety of age-appropriate Xbox, PS4 and Wii Mini games. Tournaments are single elimination, so bring your A game! All tournaments can be arranged around your schedule.

**AGES:** 8 and older (up to 16 players)
**TIME:** 3 hours
**COST:** $250/gaming system (2 maximum)

### Beyond the Classroom: Educational Programming

Want an amazing educational experience for your group? With our direct partnership with other organizations, Recreation on the Go has many classes to offer. Let us help you find a great one! From learning about ecosystems, jewelry making or painting, to having an in-class math session, Recreation on the Go will provide certified specialists to enhance and enrich your group’s experience.

**AGES:** All
**TIME:** 2 hours (minimum)
**COST:** $145
**EXTRA TIME:** $25 for 30 minutes

### Work it Out Fitness

A certified fitness instructor will lead your group in a full-body workout program that includes warm up and stretching, cardio and strength training, and a refreshing cool-down. Want to start your journey working out, or need that extra push to keep going? Look no further than Recreation on the Go!

- Zumba
- Aerobics
- Bosu ball
- Kickboxing
- Circuit Training
- Other classes available on request

**AGES:** 12 and older (10 person minimum)
**TIME:** 1 hour
**COST:** $115

**EXTRA PARTICIPANTS:** $10 per person

### Festival Fun

Let Recreation on the Go bring outdoor Summer Games to your organization! Large groups and schools are welcome. Our trained staff can facilitate your field day by organizing heats, setting up courses, and providing equipment and awards too. Kids will have fun under the sun and an experience they’ll always remember.

- Egg Drop
- Relay Races
- Tug of War

**AGES:** Grades K-8
**TIME:** Up to 4 hours of fun
**COST:** $900 for 6 event package
$1,200 for 8 event package (all above plus 2 entrees, sides or desserts)